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Members can now enjoy perks at properties like Four Seasons Resort Maldives at Kuda Huraa. Image credit: Four Seasons
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Hospitality g roup Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is teaming  up with a travel rewards leader.

The brand is now added to the second party's Luxury Hotel and Resort Collection. As a result, Sapphire Reserve cardmembers
can enjoy experiences and exclusive perks at the brand's properties around the world, just ahead of the holiday jet-setting
season.

"Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is as dedicated to delivering  an exceptional travel experience for its customers as we are,"
said Jason Wynn, CEO of Chase Travel for JPMorg an Chase & Co., in a statement.

"We could not be more thrilled to offer these world-class, hand-selected properties into our distinctive hotel prog ram for our
Chase Sapphire Reserve cardmembers," Mr. Wynn said. "This enhancement demonstrates our commitment to further expand
our luxury product offering s and deliver exceptional travel benefits, at-scale."

Vamped up vacations
Thanks to the addition of Four Seasons, Chase Sapphire Reserve cardmembers will be treated to curated stays at the 118 luxury
properties, as well as access to elite benefits.

Four Seasons is now the largest brand that Chase members can enjoy benefits at. Image credit: Four Seasons
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The prog ram is comprised of a network of prestig e resorts and hotels throug hout 360 international markets, and continues to
g row. According  to Chase, Four Seasons is now the big g est brand in the lineup.

Members who book participating  stays can expect complimentary benefits on the property such as a $100 credit that can be
used for dining , spa treatments and other hotel activities.

A daily breakfast for two, room upg rades when available, early check-ins and late check-outs, and free Wi-Fi is also among  the
draws.

Four Seasons's move comes during  an eventful year for the hospitality g roup, recently re-upping  a popular campaig n (see
story) and announcing  that it will be making  its debut in the Dominican Republic by 2026 (see story).
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